and can be readily adapted to other fields-including those that are not scholarly. In particular, popular Internet media websites-most notably, YouTube-act as publishers for content creators.
These content creators span a wide spectrum of interests such as comedy, music, video blogging, science & education, news & politics, or technology. Evaluating the achievement of Internet media creators has become exceedingly relevant to consumers and investors of the nascent industry.
YouTube is currently the largest host to streaming video content on the Internet. Users upload videos to their channel, after which, the video is made accessible to the world for an indefinite period of time. Typically, video creators will regularly or sporadically upload new content to their channel. Each video receives one additional view count each time the video is watched through YouTube. Only limited data, such as the video view count for each video are made public. Most often the total view counts-the sum of view counts over all videos in a channel-is the metric for ranking the success of content creators. However, a channel's total views may be an inflated metric for success that is biased by a small number of 'big hit' videos. It therefore fails to measure the broad impact and productivity of a content creator. YouTube channels can also have subscriberspeople that wish to receive notification of a channel's new content. The number of subscribers is also a valued metric for evaluating a channel's success. Obtaining more subscribers usually requires both impact and productivity, but is also convoluted with externalities such as user sentiment.
Additionally, it is not a monotonic function as channel's subscribers can decrease or increase at any point in time.
Here popular bibliometric indices are adapted to best evaluate the performance of the top YouTube video creators. More specifically, we apply the h--index and the g--index to the content of each user or video "channel". Simply comparing a video channel's total views is a poor measure of a creator's total productivity-often inflated by a small number of viral videos. Analogous to academia, the h--index for YouTube overcomes this limitation by evaluating a content creator's productivity and impact in a single indicator. The h--index has become particularly popular and therefore was chosen to best demonstrate the applicability of bibliometrics to Internet media. The g--index, similar to the h--index, may have marginal benefits by giving more weight to content with high impact (Costas & Bordons, 2008; Egghe, 2006b ). These bibliometrics, and others, can be applicable to any media content host that tracks viewership. Here, we focus on contributors to YouTube because of its dominant popularity and readily automated access to data via the YouTube API (see Appendix I, II).
A YouTuber-i.e. a video content creator-has an index h if h of his or her Nv videos have at least 
Methods:
In the adaptation and application of the h--index to a YouTube channel, the view counts of each is the number of highly viewed videos that have on average at least g×10 5 views. This places more value on those channels with a few highly viral videos. The g--index will take on values no smaller and most often larger than the h--index. Table 1 shows the ranking of YouTube channels based on their total channel views, h--index, g--index, and subscribers. Depending on the metric of choice-total views, h--index, g--index, or subscribers-different users will outperform others. What becomes immediately apparent is ranking based on total view counts is least consistent with the other index rankings. A shift from total view--count to adoption of the h--index in ranking top YouTube channels would change the top YouTube channel from justinbiebervevo to smosh. More dramatically, nigahiga is ranked 25 th based on total views but soars to 3 rd in h--index-a value that more closely matches his 2 nd place rank in subscribers. Similarly, jennamarbles does not fall in the top 25 for total views but is the 7 th highest h--index and the 5 th highest number of subscribers. When looking at total views, music video based channels (e.g. justinbiebervevo, rihannavevo, ladygagavevo, officialpsy) with a handful of heavily In academic publications, the h--index is criticized for its poor ability in comparing scholars from different fields with different citation behavior (Barendse, 2007) . Thus, the h--index best compares authors within a particular area of research. Inherent differences between the audiences of different YouTube video types will also affect the metrics of performance in digital media. For example, a video debating the subtleties of a particular economic policy might have a much smaller audience than a pop music video. Table 2 shows the rankings of four different YouTube Channel types. The Top "Reporters" channels have lower view counts and h--indices when compared to "Comedians" or "Musicians". This suggests h--indexes are best used to compare YouTube channels in a related field. Currently there are only nine channel types permitted by YouTube and, for most, there is little oversight to how a user categorizes their channel-which may not be categorized at all. However, Table  2 still provides insight to the differences between content types on YouTube.
Results:
Similarly, cultural, geographic, and language differences would be expected to also influence the performance of a YouTube channel.
Discussion:
The proposed bibliometrics for YouTube have demonstrated utility, however there are differences to consider when drawing a direct analogy between the h--index of academic publication and that of Internet media. A citation implies a manuscript influenced future published work whereas a video's view count signifies that it has piqued the interest of someone. An immerging field of alternative metrics (Banks & Dellavalle, 2008; Priem & Hemminger, 2010) has investigated the use of downloads and view--counts in quantifying the productivity and impact of scholars (Priem, Piwowar, & Hemminger, 2011; Shuai, Pepe, & Bollen, 2012) . Strong correlations have been found between the citation and download impact of peer--reviewed articles (Brody, Harnad, & Carr, 2006) . This suggests YouTube view counts-with near similarity to download counts-provides a reasonable approach to an alternative h--index quantification where citations are not present.
While literature citations comes with known difficulties (M. H. MacRoberts & MacRoberts, 1996) , so does the performance analysis of Internet media. View counts are susceptible fraudulent inflation, limited categorization within YouTube provides challenges in comparing videos from different fields, and acquisition of data from hosting companies of Internet media is usually limited or impossible. For mass media with widespread appeal, the h--index and other bibliometrics of Internet media provide insight. However, the adoption of an h--index-based on viewcount-for evaluating the academic performance of scholarly videos is likely premature.
Conclusion:
Supreme court justice Alito forecasted in January 2012 the inevitable transition from traditional television media into Internet media when he stated, "broadcast TV is living on borrowed time, it is not going to be long before it goes the way of vinyl records and 8 track tapes" (FCC v. Fox Television) . With the heralded shift to Internet media, the importance in quantitatively evaluating the success of Internet content creators-e.g. YouTube users-becomes an increasingly relevant task. In just the last few years, new metrics have been proposed to better quantify an academic author's performance. Their utility has been rigorously investigated and is best suggested by their widespread adoption. We can expect the same from analogous YouTube metrics-such as the h--or g--index. More complex metrics tailored to Internet media that integrate ratings, comments, as well as subscribers, could have advantages over traditional bibliometrics. However, the h--index provides a stable metric for achievement and requires only minimal counting to calculate. There is solace in the simplicity, universality, and popularity of the h--index when applying it to YouTube.
